Nir Megnazi
Leadership coach

Pricing Menu
LEADERSHIP COACHING & PUBLIC SPEAKING

About Nir
Nir believes that leaders create the
future. His mission is to help
leaders discover their inner
strengths, uncover the forces in
play when they make decisions, and
react to challenges at work. Nir is a
strong believer in connection and
relationships over just "fixing"
what's wrong.

Certified
Leadership
Coach (PCC)
Granted by the International
Coaching Federation

Proven
Leadership
experience
13 years engineering
management at Intel

Hardware
Engineer

Corporation

Graduated in 2021 from the

Israeli Defence Forces as

Technion in Israel

Over 20 years of army
and reserve duty in the
an officer in training and
combat

The goal of 1x1 coaching is to provide the client a

1x1 Coaching

space to explore their challenges and what makes
them react in a certain way.
Through a discovery process, we will explore the
client's internal process and support them in
building their leadership presence and agency.
The process also includes an offering of leadership
practices and models, as needed, to complement
the mindset and presence work.
The price for companies hiring Nir as a coach is a
monthly retainer fee of 2500$.
The recommended duration is at least 5 months.
The price includes two monthly meetings of 60
minutes and access to Nir through mail and text.
Private clients, please contact Nir to get a quote

Public
Speaking

"Watching Nir present is akin to watching a Ted Talk. The experience of breaking down a subject
that we may think we are fluent in, and seeing the magic and opportunities that can be. He
engages the audience with supportive stories that are on point and relatable. Nir offers a very
constructive approach to being a leader, not only to the benefit of an aspiring manager but also to
individual contributors within a team" -- Ryan Papineau, Software engineer, Alaska Airlines.
Nir speaks about the leadership lessons he learned through his army service and as an engineering
manager. He shares important principles leaders should consider incorporating to improve their
presence and ability to lead others in a complex, changing world.
The price for a 45-90 minutes keynote or workshop is 5500$. Travel expenses are usually a fixed
price of 1500$ but depend on the specific request.
Non-profit organizations, please contact Nir for a quote.
Other optional topics: The art of listening, Networking vs. relationships, Team building.

To hire Nir:
Email: nir@nirmegnazi.com

